NAPA & Other Part Numbers
as of 7/2/14

from Bruce (VA), Bob, Jock (OR) & many others

Front Mount distributor:
Points:
NAPA #CS35
Standard Ignition Blue Streak #FD-6769X (Premium)

Condensor:
NAPA #FA200
Standard Ignition #FD-71

Rotor:
NAPA #FA300
Standard Ignition #FD-104

Distributor Cap:
NAPA #FA350
Standard Ignition #FD-126

Coil IC670 (supposedly 6v, but check resistance or ask)

OEM style ballast resistor ICR40
Solenoid ECH ST540
**Side-Mount Distributor:**

**Points:**
- NAPA #CS749
- NAPA HEAVY DUTY PIERCED (ventilated) #CS753
- Standard Ignition #FD-8081
- Standard Ignition Blue Streak #FD-8081X (Premium)

**Condensor:**
- NAPA #FA66
- Standard Ignition #FD-75
- Standard Ignition Blue Streak #FD75X (Premium)

**Rotor:**
- NAPA #FA67
- Standard Ignition #FD-108

**Distributor Cap:**
- NAPA #FA352
- Standard Ignition #FD-128

- 6 volt coil IC7 ($48)
- 6 volt voltage regulator VR950
- 6 volt coil IC7SB ($23)
Neoprene front seal (replaces rope seal) #550199

12 volt coil, no resistor needed: IC14SB

Water Pump WP 598171

**Plug wires (make your own):**
7mm wire core ignition wire is Belden 734803.
7mm Terminal, distributor end with two wings is Belden 727008.
7mm Terminal, "snap lock" 90 degree for spark plug end is Belden 727006.
7mm Terminal, "snap lock" straight for spark plug end is Belden 727005.

**Misc:**
GL-1 90w Mineral Oil
Napa Part# 65-205

**8N Oil Filter**
Napa# FIL-1010
Wix #51010
NAA Oil Filter
Napa# FIL-1004

**Cyclone top mounted pre-cleaner gasket**
Napa Victory# G26410
Fel-Pro# 11528

Steering Sector Oil Seals
NAPA Part Number – 11055

Sediment bowl neoprene gaskets
NAPA/Balkamp "O-ring" p/n 730-9506

Marvel Shebler Carb. Rebuild Kit
NAPA KIT #2-1401

8N Head Gasket
NAPA# NGA-1950
Welch ("Freeze") plugs, CNH & Ford p/n 353454-S, 1-3/16” NAPA 219-1021. Clevite #381-1021 Plug behind cam shaft, 91a-6266, is 2-1/16"

4 brass nuts for exhaust manifold: 7/16-20 x 5/8, NAPA part number STN104X.

4 brass nuts for exhaust manifold: 7/16-20 x 5/8, pack of 10 from Fastenal (less than $8) part number 1175115

4 studs for exhaust manifold: 1-5/8 long 7/16-14. NAPA part number for a 1 ¾” stud (Handi-Pack item) is RFD 86644. (stud is longer than OEM so make sure it does not bottom out in the block) The 2” stud is p/n 86632 which I have also used.

Spindle thrust bearing, 9N 3123B: T-126 (Timken)

Fel Pro Gaskets for N’s, from Bob:

Head Gasket 7277B
Head Set HS7277B
Full Set FS7277B
Manifold Set, Intake & Exhaust MS8782B
Oil Pan Set OS 2916D
Valve Cover Set VS2976
Timing Cover Set TCS 2921
Carb Mounting 8783

Chicago Rawhide/SKF part numbers, available though many auto supply stores. (info from Bob)

Seals:
Governor seal # 3683
PTO shaft seal # 16189
PTO shaft seal Speedi-Sleeve # 99162
Transmission input shaft seal # 13568
Transmission input shaft seal Speedi-Sleeve #99138
Outer Rear Wheel Seal 9N, 2N # 23756
Outer Rear Wheel Seal 8N though S.N. 486752, # 24986
Outer Rear Wheel Seal 8N from S.N. 486753, # 27426
Inner rear Wheel Seal 8N # 19831
**Bearings:**
Front Wheel Inner, # BR15118 Cone, # 15250-X Cup
Front Wheel Outer, # BR09074 Cone, #BR09196 Cup
Clutch Pilot Bearing, # 6203-2ZJ (SKF brand)
Complete throwout bearing/carrier assembly, # N1425
Throwout bearing only, # N1087
Throwout bearing only, regreasable, # N1167
Differential side bearings, # BR3984 cone, # BR3920 cup
Pinion bearing, front and rear, # BR53176 cone, # BR53375 cup
Rear differential pilot bearing (straight roller bearing) # RS5305-W
Transmission countershaft bearings, # BR25877 cone, # BR25820 cup
Federal Mogul – National throwout bearing: 2065 (bearing only)

**More Bearing Numbers:**
Inner bearing, CNH 86609936 Timken 15118
Inner race CNH 86577043 Timken 15250X
Outer Bearing CNH 86576860 Timken 09074
Outer race CNH 72063 Timken 09196

TSC Sediment Bowl cork gasket & screen 0237144
front wheel dust seal p/n: 9N-1190B. NCA-1190 ...or... National 471316

**Thermostats (180°):**
Beck/Arnley------- 13518
CARQUEST ------- 31177
Gates -------------- 33108
Gates Canada --- 33108
NAPA -------------- 184
CNH A-B2NN8575A – Thermostat
A&I A-11C15

**Fan belts:**
Front distributor, 45” x 5/8”
Side distributor, 41.5” x 5/8” Gates Hi Power II # B39

**Ignition switch:**
Echlin ECH KS6180 (better than OEM; higher power rating.)